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Abstract

Scientific Machine Learning (SciML) is concerned with the development of ma-
chine learning methods for emulating physical systems governed by partial differ-
ential equations (PDE). ML-based surrogate models substitute inefficient and often
non-differentiable numerical simulation algorithms and find multiple applications
such as weather forecasting and molecular dynamics. While a number of ML-based
methods for approximating the solutions of PDEs have been proposed in recent
years, they typically do not consider the parameters of the PDEs, making it difficult
for the ML surrogate models to generalize to PDE parameters not seen during
training. We propose a new channel-attention-based parameter embedding (CAPE)
component for scientific machine learning models. The CAPE module can be com-
bined with any neural PDE solver allowing it to adapt to unseen PDE parameters
without harming the original model’s performance. We compare CAPE using a
PDE benchmark and obtain significant improvements over the base models.

1 Introduction

Many real-world phenomena, ranging from macroscopic weather forecasts to microscopic molecular
dynamics, can be modeled with partial differential equations (PDEs). To obtain those PDEs’ solution,
numerical simulation methods have been developed for many years and have achieved a high level
of accuracy in solving these equations. However, numerical methods are resource intensive and
time-consuming even when run on larger supercomputers to obtain sufficiently accurate results.

Recently, there has been a rapidly growing interest in machine learning methods for the problem of
solving PDEs due to their various applications in science and engineering Guo et al. (2016); Lusch
et al. (2018); Sirignano & Spiliopoulos (2018); Raissi (2018); Kim et al. (2019); Hsieh et al. (2019);
Bar-Sinai et al. (2019); Bhatnagar et al. (2019); Pfaff et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2020); Khoo et al.
(2021). A considerable number of papers have shown the advantage of ML-based surrogate models.
The majority of these methods, however, are purely data-driven, which does not allow us to change
PDE parameters. Although a few models are taking into account PDE parameters, they are tailored
to specific neural networks and cannot be used with other state-of-the-art methods. This makes it
difficult for the SciML community to develop models with high generalization capacity not only for
the initial conditions but both for different types of PDEs and PDE parameters.

To overcome the shortcomings of existing data-driven SciML models, we propose a new and effective
parameter embedding module by utilizing the channel-attention method. The crucial idea is that a
neural network generates intermediate (approximated) field data for future time steps which are then
interpolated by a BASE model such as the FNO (Li et al., 2021a) to predict the field data for the next
time step. CAPE can be combined with any existing autoregressive neural PDE solvers. Figure 1
illustrates the proposed CAPE framework. We performed extensive experiments using various PDEs
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Figure 1: The standard autoregressive approach (left) and the proposed CAPE approach (right) which
consists of two interdependent steps.

with a large number of different parameters evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
method in comparison with popular state-of-the-art methods.

2 CAPE: A Framework for Neural PDE Solvers

Problem Definition We consider PDEs: ∂tu = F (t, x, u, ∂xu, ...) whose solution is described as
a temporal sequence of field data

{
uk
}
k=0,...,N

:= u0, u1, ..., uN where uk is the field data at time
step tk, that is, the state of the physical system governed by the PDE under consideration at time
tk discretized using ∆t = T/N . Each u ∈ X ⊆c×x1,...,xD represents the field tensor data with c
the number of physical variables such as density and velocity, and xi the spatial dimensions of the
i-th coordinate. We will often refer to c as the channel dimension. We aim to emulate numerical
simulators of PDEs which iteratively map M : X → X from uk to uk+1. The emulator (or surrogate
model) is a learnable function modeled as a neural network NN with weights θ. We refer to the
parameters of a neural network as weights to avoid a conflict in terminology with the parameters of
PDEs. In the following, we denote the emulator’s prediction at time index k as ũk. Auto-regressive
neural networks predict the next time step’s field data based on a sequence of field data tensors of
length ℓ ũk+1 = NN(ũk−ℓ+1, ..., ũk; θ). Given the length of the input sequence N ∈ N, and an initial
input sequence

(
u0, ..., uℓ−1

)
=
(
ũ0, ..., ũℓ−1

)
of length ℓ < N , the ML model auto-regressively

generates the remaining sequence
(
ũℓ, ..., ũN

)
. The training loss is typically the normalised mean-

squared error (nMSE) (Takamoto et al., 2022) between the predicted and the true field data tensors
Since we are training an auto-regressive neural network, the gradients of the above loss can be
backpropagated in time in various ways. We discuss this in the following sections. Figure 1(left)
illustrates this auto-regressive approach to solving PDEs. In the vast majority of experimental setups,
the assumption is made that ℓ > 1, and, therefore, an initial input sequence of length ℓ is available to
the model; in practice, this would require a numerical simulation to be run for ℓ− 1-time steps from
the initial condition and for each PDE parameter λ. The main idea of CAPE is to learn to generate
these sequences based on the current field data and parameter values λ and use those as input to an
off-the-shelf neural surrogate model such as an FNO (Li et al., 2021a) or U-Net (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) to perform a complex interpolation.

Combining Neural PDE Solvers with the CAPE Module The proposed approach is motivated
by the need for neural PDE solvers to generalize to PDE parameters unseen during training. We
propose CAPE, a novel neural network architecture that takes the prior state of the system ũk

and PDE parameters λ as input and predicts the ℓ-intermediate future states
{
ûk→k+i
cape

}
i=1,...,ℓ

=

CAPE(uk, λ; θCAPE)The output of CAPE is then used by the BASE network. The overall structure is
provided in Figure 1(right). The intuition behind this approach is that the intermediate future states
capture information about the PDE parameters’ impact by attending to the results of the convolutional
operations. While we do not change the architecture of the base neural PDE solvers, we propose to
use them to predict, given the past temporal states and the intermediate future states, the state for the
next time step. This is contrary to the typical use of neural PDE solvers. The base network is trained
jointly with the CAPE module. As shown in section 3, this choice improves the prediction capability
of the BASE network.

During training, the output of CAPE is regularized by the additional loss term

Lcape(θCAPE) =

N∑
k=ℓ

min(ℓ,N−k)∑
i=1

nMSE
(
ûk→k+i
cape , uk+i

)
, (1)

which forces the CAPE module to predict a temporal sequence of future field data
{
uk+i

}
i=1,...,ℓ

.
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Figure 2: The CAPE module for one type of convolution (residual connections are omitted).

Finally, the intermediate sequence
{
ûk→k+i
cape

}
i=1,...,ℓ

is concatenated with uk, the field data at
time tk, and given to the base network to make the final prediction. In summary, the CAPE
module transforms the input variables

{
uk, λ

}
into temporal-sequential intermediate field data

{uk, ûk→k+1
cape , . . . , ûk→k+ℓ

cape } which is then interpolated by the base neural network. Before we in-
troduce the inductive bias of the CAPE module, we motivate the general approach from a classical
numerical simulation perspective.

Channel-Attention-Based Parameter Embedding (CAPE Module) CAPE computes 3 different
d-dimensional channel attention masks aα ∈d, α = 1, 2, 3 from the parameters of the PDE λ using a
2-layer MLP: aα = W2,ασ(W1,αλ), where d is the channel dimension in the feature space and σ is
the GeLU activation function (Hendrycks & Gimpel, 2016). Wα = (W1,α ,W2,α) are the weights
associated with three operators: a 1×1-convolution (g1), a depth-wise convolution (g2), and a spectral
convolution (Li et al., 2021a) (g3), that are used to compute the tensor representations zkα ∈d×nx... as
zkα = gα(u

k,Wα). The tensors are then multiplied by the attention

vkα = akα ⊙1 z
k
α (2)

using the Hadamard operator (⊙1) over the first dimension (the channel dimension) which is equiv-
alent to the broadcast operation of ML programming languages. A similar mechanism has been
proposed for visual tasks, called the squeeze-and-excitation networks (Hu et al., 2018) which enhances
useful channels of the feature vector of convolutional networks through an attention mechanism. The
feature vkα ∈d×nx..., α = 1, , 2, 3 are combined to form an intermediate feature yk ∈c×ℓ×nx... as

yk = h1×1,d→c×ℓ

(
σ

(
h1×1,c→d(u

k) +
∑
α

vkα

))
(3)

where h1×1,∗ are 1× 1 convolutions that adjust the number of dimensions, in particular h1×1,c→d :
c× nx · · · → d× nx . . . , while h1×1,d→c×ℓ : d× nx · · · → c× ℓ× nx . . . . Finally, the sequence of
predictions is computed{

uk→k+i
cape

}
i=1,...,ℓ

= (uk + LayerNorm(yki ))i=1,...,ℓ (4)

where yki is the i-th element of the data tensor yk, selected from the second dimension . For simplicity,
we omitted the batch dimension. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the CAPE module.

3 Experiments

We used datasets provided by PDEBench (Takamoto et al., 2022) a benchmark for SciML from which
we selected the following PDEs: 1D Advection equation, 1D Burgers equation, 2D Compressible
Navier-Stokes equations (2D NS). For 1-dimensional PDEs, we used N = 9000 training instances
and 1000 test instances for each PDE parameter with resolution 128. For 2-dimensional NS equations,
we used N = 900 training instances and 100 test instances for each PDE parameter with spatial
resolution 64 × 64. The training was performed on GeForce RTX 2080 GPU for 1D PDEs and
GeForce GTX 3090 for 2D NS equations.

Experiment Setup. We evaluated the neural models U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) and FNO
(Li et al., 2021a) with some datasets provided by PDEBench (Takamoto et al., 2022) for various
parameters for the 1D Advection equation, 1D Burgers equation, and 2D compressible Navier-Stokes
equations. We trained each of the neural models (1) Base: without any changes (vanilla model), (2)
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Figure 3: Plots of the normalized MSE (smaller is better) with an error bar for Advection eq. (Left),
Burgers eq. (Middle), and 2D Compressible NS equations (Right). The smaller, the better.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the results: Advection eq. at the final time-step (t = 2.0) (Left), Burgers eq.
at tk = 20(t = 1.0) (2nd-left) at the final time-step, and Vx of 2D NS equations at tk = 5(t = 0.25)
(Right). Here “CAPE module" is the direct output from CAPE module only.

PINO: with a PINO loss (Li et al., 2021b), (3) 2-step: with the field data for the current and previous
time-steps as input (uk, uk−1), and (4) CAPE: with the CAPE module. Other than case (3), we only
provided field data for one time step to the models and, therefore, the models cannot obtain PDE
parameters’ information from the given data. Since the solutions of each PDE are not normalized, we
measure the normalized MSE (nMSE). The optimization was performed with Adam (Kingma & Ba)
for 100 epochs. The learning rate was divided by 2.0 every 20 epochs. For a fair comparison, we
made the model size of the different methods as similar as possible.

Varying the parameter values. Figure 3 shows bar plots comparing the BASE models with and
without CAPE module, the models with PINO loss, and the models with the 2-steps as input. The
CAPE module results in the lowest error in all cases. In particular, the CAPE module leads to an
impressible error reduction ranging from 20 % (2D NS equation) to 95 % (1D Advection). We partly
attribute this to the BASE network’s ability to capture physical dynamics from the PDE parameter-
dependent data provided by the CAPE module. The vanilla FNO is a state-of-the-art model and is
superior to the U-net as a BASE model . Interestingly, the CAPE module provides either comparable
or a little better results than the case with 2-step information. This indicates that the CAPE module
succeeded in providing equivalent and even more useful information to the BASE network.

Qualitative analysis of the CAPE module. In Figure 4 we plot some representative outputs of
the vanilla FNO, the CAPE module, and the overall CAPE model, and compare them with the
true solutions. Interestingly, we can see that the BASE network often interpolates a higher noise
approximation of the CAPE module into the typical shape (style) of the final solution.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposed a channel-attention-based parameter embedding (CAPE) module which allows
any data-driven SciML models to incorporate PDE parameters. We also propose a simple but effective
curriculum training strategy that allows us to bridge teacher-forcing and auto-regressive learning.
We performed an extensive set of experiments and showed the effectiveness and efficiency of our
method from various aspects: generalization of seen/unseen PDE parameters during training. For the
moment, our method is limited to hydrodynamic-type field equations with structured meshes, and
only PDE parameters can be taken into account.
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Checklist

1. For all authors...
(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s

contributions and scope? [Yes]
(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [Yes] Please see the last part of Section

4.
(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [N/A] We

believe that our work does not have any potential negative societal impacts as it does
not contain confidential or private data.

(d) Have you read the ethics review guidelines and ensured that your paper conforms to
them? [Yes] We only used data of general physical systems with no potential ethical
issues or severe environmental damage.

2. If you are including theoretical results...
(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]
(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]

3. If you ran experiments...
(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experi-

mental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? [Yes] We provided
our anonymous Github URL.

(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they
were chosen)? [Yes] We tried to include them as much as possible.

(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experi-
ments multiple times)? [Yes] Please see Figure 3.

(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type
of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [Yes] They are provided in the first part
of Section 3.

4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets...
(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes] We adopted the

implementation of the baseline models with some modifications, with proper citation
and credits to the authors, as well as existing software packages

(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [Yes] All the appropriate licenses are
provided or mentioned in our repository.

(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [Yes]
All the code and a part of the data are included in the code repository

(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re
using/curating? [N/A] We used the data generated by numerical simulations which is
accessible to the public, and we include citations to the original authors.

(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable
information or offensive content? [N/A] We do not include any personal information
or offensive content in our codes.

5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects...
(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if

applicable? [N/A]
(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review

Board (IRB) approvals, if applicable? [N/A]
(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount

spent on participant compensation? [N/A]
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